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1 Overview 

1.1 About savVi Demo Setup 

savVi Demo Setup is a software package installed on top of Agent Vi analytics, enabling 
you to demonstrate analytics capabilities using video clips instead of IP cameras or 
encoders.  

This guide shows you how to install the package. 

savVi Demo Setup functions similarly to analytics in a ‘standard’ environment of IP 
cameras and encoders. The only difference is the source from which video is streamed. 

savVi Demo Setup lets you demonstrate the full set of Agent Vi's analytics: 

◼ Real-Time Detection using analytics rules 

◼ Video Search 

◼ Business Intelligence 

1.2 System Requirements 

1.2.1 Hardware 

To calculate the server specifications, a dedicated form is available on Agent Vi’s website.  

Navigate to our support menu, and there you will find the ”Request for Hardware and 
Software Specification” form. You will need to enter some general information, contact 
details, and technical details about the selected components for the deployment.  

A HW & SW Specifications document will be automatically sent to you via email following 
the form submission  

1.2.2 Operating System 

Verify that your deployment is compatible with the supported operating systems as listed 
on Agent Vi’s website 
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2 Installation Procedure  

This section describes savVi Demo Setup installation requirements.  

◼ If savVi Demo Setup is already installed on your PC, uninstall it from Windows 

Control Panel.  

◼ Install the following installation files (in this order): 

• savVi 5.4 or 5.5 

• savVi Demo Setup 5.4 or 5.5 

Note 

Use the installer’s default settings during installation.  

3 Client Applications 

This section shows you the client applications you need to access in order to use the 
demo environment. You can launch them from your desktop. 

Application Desktop 
Icon 

Default Credentials  Use 

savVi-Manager 

 

User = admin 

Password = Master 

- General configuration 

- Rule settings 

- Viewing analytics events  

savVi-Analyst  

 

User = admin 

Password = Master 

- Video Search 

- Business Intelligence 

savVi Demo Setup 
Manager 

 

No credentials 

required 

Invoking clips when 

demonstrating analytics 

rules 
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4 Demonstrating Analytics Rules 

You need to invoke a video clip that simulates a camera in order to demonstrate analytics 
rules performance. This section shows how to invoke the clip using savVi Demo Setup 
Manager. 

➢  To invoke a video clip: 

1.   Double-click the savVi-Manager icon on the desktop; the application is launched.  
  savVi-Manager displays the rule settings and the generated events.  

2.   In savVi-Manager, select the Analytics Rules site in the tree control:  

Figure 4-1: savVi-Manager –Analytics Rules site 

 

  Note that all sensors' icons are colored red since there is no active video  feed yet. 

3.   Double-click the savVi Demo Setup icon on your desktop; the client   
 application opens: 
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Figure 4-2: savVi Demo Setup Manager 

 

4.   From the Scenario dropdown menu, select a scenario to demonstrate, for example, 
  Loitering, and then click Start; in the savVi-Manager tree, the Loitering node turns 
  green as the video stream comes in. 

5.    In the savVi-Manager tree, click the Loitering camera icon, or double-click the  
  Loitering image; the sensor level is displayed, letting you view the rule settings  
 and events received, as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 4-3: savVi Manager – Viewing Rule Settings and Events Received 
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From the rule settings under the Rules tab you can see that the rule is configured to 
generate an event if a person loiters in the specified area for 10 seconds or longer. When 
an event is generated, the detection overlays are shown on the video display. After an 
event is generated, click the camera icon in the events list and view the video recording 
around the event time. This capability enables you to perform post-analysis. 

Figure 4-4: savVi Manager – Viewing Video of an Event 

 

6.   In savVi Demo Setup Manager, click Stop or select a different scenario. If you don’t, 
  the clip will continue running in a loop, generating additional similar events.  

Note 

Not all scenarios & rules necessarily generate events. Counting rules, for example, are 
strictly for statistics gathering. The statistics data is stored in the savVi database. You can 
use the Statistics Report tool to access it. You can view it in real-time as an overlay on the 
video control. The example below is based on Demo Setup’s People Counting scenario:  

Figure 4-5: savVi Demo Setup Manager - People Counting  
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5 Importing Your Own Clips  

savVi Demo Setup Manager lets you import your own clips.  

➢ To import a clip: 

1.   In savVi Demo Setup Manager, click the Import Clip button; you’re prompted to  
 specify the clip to import.  

2.   Navigate to it in File Browse. After the clip is copied to savVi's folder, you’re notified 
  it was added and you’re navigated to calibrate the sensor.  

Clips are typically short so it’s best to choose the option to calibrate manually rather than 
use ASL. 
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6 Demonstrating Video Search & Business 
Intelligence 

You can demonstrate video search and business intelligence. Launch the savVi-Analyst 
client from the application’s icon on your desktop.  

Note: 

◼ savVi database contains pre-generated metadata so you do not need to invoke clips 
to demonstrate video search and business intelligence, unlike with analytics rules. 

◼ From savVi-Analyst client you can generate any query on sensors for which metadata 
is available but it’s best to take advantage of predefined queries that you can select 
by clicking the My Queries menu: 

Figure 6-1: savVi-Analyst Client – My Queries  

 

◼ To define a new query (and not use a predefined query from My Queries), define the 
time as Past 999 days because the default of Past 12 hours will not generate results 
(the metadata in Demo Setup was generated during product development): 

Figure 6-2: savVi-Analyst – Defining Time 

  

➢ To demonstrate video search: 

1.   From savVi-Analyst, select a predefined query from My Queries and click the Search 
  button. The example shows the Technology Park - Person query:  
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Figure 6-3: savVi-Analyst – Predefined Query from My Queries - Technology Park - Person 

 

2.   You can change the default method for viewing search results (Event Thumbnails 
  is shown above): 

• Double-click any image to play back the search result: 
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Figure 6-4: savVi-Analyst – Playing Back a Search Result 

 

• Choose Target Path / Location as the method for viewing search results (click 
the Target Path / Location tab); all paths are displayed in a single view. 

• Double-click any path to play it back. 
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Figure 6-5: savVi-Analyst – Target Path / Location – Playing Back a Path 

 

• Choose Video Summary as the method for viewing search results (click the 
Video Summary tab); a recording playback of all relevant video segments 
matching the search results is generated: 

Figure 6-6: savVi-Analyst – Video Summary 
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➢ To demonstrate business intelligence: 

  Within savVi-Analyst predefined queries, two are best for demonstrating business 
intelligence capabilities. 

1.   From the predefined queries, choose Store Activity (Maps), set the method for  
  viewing search results to Heat Map, and then click Search:   

Figure 6-7: savVi-Analyst – Store Activity (Maps) – Heat Map 

 

In this example, savVi-Analyst shows its unique capability of highlighting areas of activity 
over a site map. You can find the site map definition in Tools > Map Management Tool.  

After you set the map display, you can toggle between map and camera display by clicking 
the top left icon: 
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Figure 6-8: savVi-Analyst – Toggling between Map and Camera Display 

 

2. Double-click any colored cell (in map view or in camera view) to generate a video 
summary for all persons who passed / stood in that spot. This feature effectively 
enables you to analyze shoppers’ behavior: 

Figure 6-9: savVi-Analyst - Analyzing Shoppers’ Behavior 

 

 

3.  Choose Vehicle Crossing - Counting from the predefined queries, set the  
  method for viewing search results to Statistics Report, and then click Search:  
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Figure 6-10: savVi-Analyst - Statistics Report 

 

The query details indicate that the matching condition is vehicles crossing in various 
locations. The objective is to display statistics data on vehicle activity, as opposed to a 
search for specific vehicles - which is the objective of investigation mode.  

The figure above shows the information organized by time. You can select the By 
Sensors option to organize the information by sensor: 
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Figure 6-11: savVi-Analyst – Information Organized by Sensor 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Notice 

 Copyright © 2003-2020 by Agent Video Intelligence Ltd.  

Agent Video Intelligence Ltd. holds the copyright to this manual. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means without prior written consent from Agent Video Intelligence Ltd. 

Disclaimer 

 The information in this manual was accurate and reliable at the time of its release for this specific version. However, 
Agent Video Intelligence Ltd. reserves the right to change the specifications of the product described in this manual 
without prior notice at any time. 

The customer should note that in the field of video there are a number of patents held by various parties. It is the 
responsibility of the user to assure that a particular implementation does not infringe on those patents. Agent Video 
Intelligence Ltd. does not indemnify the user from any patent or intellectual property infringement. 

Trademarks 

 Agent Vi™, Vi™, savVi™, savVi-Analyst™, savVi-Manager™, Vi-Agent™, Vi-Agent Proxy™ and Vi-Server™ are 
trademarks of Agent Video Intelligence Ltd. 

 All other proprietary names mentioned in this manual are the trademarks of their respective owners. 
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